New method to deliver exogenous material into developing planarian embryos.
The ability to report or modify the embryological processes in living embryos is pivotal for developmental biology research. Planarian embryology has experienced renewed interest as the genetic pathways that drive adult regeneration were found to be involved in the development of embryos. The major drawback to the study of planarian embryology is the absence of methods that give access to the embryos and enable their manipulation. Herein, we report on a novel method for delivering external material into developing embryos using nanosecond laser pulses. When focused on the eggshell surface under optimal parameters, laser pulses ablate the protective case and open a pathway throughout which foreign material can be delivered. In this study, we used egg capsules from Schmidtea polychroa (Schmidt, 1861) to microinject 1 microm fluorescein isothiocyanate fluorescent beads into the live embryos. We obtained viability values ranging from 15% in early egg capsules to 100% in late developmental stages. Moreover, we measured the delivery effectiveness as the number of hatchlings containing fluorescent beads per microinjected egg capsule, reaching 100% in early stages and almost 40% in late stages. This is the first time that planarian embryos have been modified without compromising normal development. We consider that this technique will be of extreme value to future work on planarian developmental biology and regeneration, enabling the application of modern functional tools to the study of this Lophotrochozoan.